Emory & Henry College Intramural
Corn Hole Rules
Objective
Corn Hole is a game for 2 to 4 people. To start, one member of each team stands on
either side for the corn hole target. You will stand next to your opponent and across from
your competition. When it’s your turn, you will alternate with your opponent until you
both have thrown all 4 of your bags. A point value will be awarded for bags thrown in the
hole and on the board. The winner is determined by achieving a set score.
Set up
Corn hole boards will be 27 feet apart. Teams must throw from beside the boards, but
have to stay behind the front edge of the board to be a legal throw.
Scoring
There are two ways to score points in this game- throwing a bag in the hole or throwing
one on the surface of the board.
A bag thrown in the hole is worth 3 points. A bag left on the surface of the board is worth
1 point. Points scored by your adjacent opponent during each turn can cancel yours. For
example, if you get 1 in the hole and two on the board, that is worth 5 points. If in the
same turn, your opponent next to you gets 3 on the board, the score would be: you= 2
points and they = 0. The game continues in this manner until one team reaches 15.
(For Intramural purposes, we will play to 15. In the official rules teams will play to 21)
Bag in the Hole = 3 points
Bag left on the board= 1 point
Points can be cancelled by your opponent during your round.

Games will be played to 15 points.
A winner will be determined by the team that wins the best of 3 games.

